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The Annals of Mathematical Logic publishes lor,~cr paper.'; and short mouograph~ on 
topics of current interest in Mathematical Logic and the Foundations of Malhemalics. Papers 
devoted to Iopics in related fields--such as Autonl~.tl.~l theory--are also acccDlcd, provided 
that they contain material relexan~, to Mathematical l.ogic and the I:oundationr, of Mathc- 
matics. 
Many importam papers arc being written today which are too Ion~ to bc publi.,hed 
promptly in the existing journal.-, but too short to form a separate book. Therefore the journal 
serves as an intermediate between the existing jeurnals in tile above-mentioned ficlds and the 
~,eries "Studies in t.ogic and the Foundations of Mathematic.,,", which is predominantly 
devoted to longer books. The Council of tile Association l\~r Symbolic Logic passed a re- 
solution in which it agreed that the journal should be published under the auspices of tile 
Association. 
The editors work in close coatact with the edi',ors of "'Tile .Journal of Symbolic Logic" and 
of the series "Studies ia Logic and the Foundations of Mathematics". 
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